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Notice 
 
This report is an internal Forintek Canada Corp. (Forintek) document, for release only to Forintek members 
and supporters.  This distribution does not constitute publication.  The report is not to be copied for, or 
circulated to, persons or parties other than Forintek members and supporters, except with the prior 
permission of Forintek.  Also, this report is not to be cited, in whole or in part, unless prior permission is 
secured from Forintek. 
 
Neither Forintek, nor its members, nor any other persons acting on its behalf, make any warranty, express 
or implied, or assume any legal responsibility or liability for the completeness of any information, 
apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represent that the use of the disclosed information would not 
infringe upon privately owned rights.  Any reference in this report to any specific commercial product, 
process or service by tradename, manufacturer or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its 
endorsement by Forintek or any of its members. 
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1 Objectives 
 
•  Optimize use of wood to meet end-user expectations in commercial roof applications. 
 
•  Expand the scope of the metal plate connected roof truss design procedures for houses and small 

building to include long-span commercial roof trusses (i.e. greater than 40 feet). 
 
•  Resolve or explain discrepancies between designs according to the Truss Plate Institute of Canada 

Truss Design Procedures and Specifications for Light Metal Plate Wood Trusses (TPIC-1996 
edition), the CSA-O86.1-M94 edition (the Engineering Design in Wood Code) both in the Limit 
States Design format and the previous editions of these design procedures in the Working Stress 
format for commercial trusses (>40 ft). 

 
 

2 Introduction 
 
The recent implementation in the Atlantic provinces and Quebec of the National Building Code of 
Canada 1995 (NBCC-1995) makes the Limit State methodology the only design procedure available for 
design of commercial wood trusses. 
 
Following this major code change for the wood industry, a number of truss fabricators reported that 
certain categories of commercial trusses previously deemed acceptable when designed according to the 
CSA-O86-M84 and the TPIC-1988 editions in the Working Stress format are now considered to have an 
unacceptable level of safety when checked according to the new TPIC Truss Design Procedure (TPIC-
1996) and CSA-O86.1-M94.  
 
Preliminary analysis conducted by these truss fabricators indicated that converting to the CSA-O86.1-
M94 and TPIC-1996 methods can result in some trusses being more expensive by as much as 30%. This 
obviously contributes to significantly reduce the competitiveness of current commercial wood trusses and 
the market expansion of wood products in the non-residential sector. 
 
In order to resolve or explain these discrepancies and ensure that commercial wood truss design remains 
competitive when designed according to CSA-O86.1-M94, a request was made to study some of the 
design issues that arise when converting from the CSA-O86-M84 design procedure.  
 
This research project was to be based on a previous study undertaken by Forintek in 1993-1995 looking at 
NBCC part 9 residential trusses that helped to maintain the market for these trusses. The study was to be 
limited to the long-span (>40 ft) trusses under snow loads as defined by Part 4 of the National Building 
Code of Canada. 
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3 Staff 
 
Louis Poliquin, F.Eng. M.Sc.  Program Manager, Building Systems, Eastern Laboratory 
Richard Desjardins, P.Eng., M.Sc. Group Leader, Building Systems, Eastern Laboratory 
Conroy Lum, P.Eng. M.Sc.  Group Leader, Wood Engineering, Western Laboratory 
 
 

4 Partners 
 
Truss Plate Institute of Canada 
Association Québécoise des Fabricants de Structures en Bois 
Atlantic Wood Truss Fabricators Association 
 
 

5 Results and Discussion 
 
In May 2001, a joint meeting of the task group created by Forintek, the Canadian Wood Council and the 
Truss Plate Institute of Canada was held to review and prioritize the different technical issues raised by 
the Association Québécoise des Fabricants de Structures en Bois (AQFSB) regarding the impact on the 
building practices caused by the implementation of the Limit States Design approach in the province in 
June 2001. 
 
The meeting included participation from the lumber and the wood truss industries as well as 
representation from Forintek, CWC and TPIC. Meeting minutes and priority listing were issued and are 
included in Appendix I. 
 
Issues ranging from the shear capacity of girder trusses and the bending moment capacity quickly rose as 
items requiring an action from Forintek. A more detailed experimental plan was developed and presented 
to various industry representatives in order to ensure that this plan will meet both their technical concerns 
as well as their timetable (see Appendix II). This draft document was developed to quantify the possible 
research projects and to further investigate the funding related issues. 
 
Forintek assisted the AQFSB in convincing the Régie du bâtiment du Québec to place a moratorium on 
the implementation of the TPIC-96 until the proposed research confirms or modifies the proposed 
changes. This moratorium of 2 years is conditional on keeping the RBQ informed of the progress. 
 
During the third quarter, the progress to date was presented at the AQFSB annual meeting (see Appendix 
III), the technical committee of TPIC (see appendices IV and V) and the annual meeting of the AWTFA 
for their review and appraisal.  Issues solved during the last year cover the use of 2x3 up to the 
engineering limits, the modification of the girder type heel analogue mostly used in Québec, the 10 psf 
live load on the bottom chord interpretation and the uniform design guidelines of moment splice by the 
plate manufacturers. 
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6 Conclusions 
 
Based on comments from the technical task group, work on the moment capacity at the heel and the shear 
stress distribution in girder trusses was submitted for approval by Forintek’s Building Systems Technical 
Advisory Committee in January 2002 and it was decided that work will be undertaken under two new 
separate projects and the current project would then be completed.  
 
Project 550-3634 covers the Analytical and experimental assessment of heel bending moments.The 
application of standard truss analogues to specific truss configurations requires engineering judgement.  
The selection and application of a particular analogue usually requires balancing a number of items, such 
as accuracy and precision of the results; range of truss configurations that can be covered; ease of 
implementation in the design program; intuitiveness.  Because of the large number of possible truss 
configurations, it is not possible to experimentally or analytically verify each case.  In the case of the 
girder heel, there are suggestions that the standard heel analogue may not be estimating the correct 
bending moments in the chords, especially when deep chord members or top and bottom chord members 
of unequal size are involved.  As there are neither independent analytical or experimental results available 
to assess the girder heel design assumptions, studies to develop this information are recommended as a 
first step. 
 
Following the analytical study performed using the NSAT analysis program, the experimental phase of 
the research program will also be included to validate the findings reported in the simulation study. A 
series of trusses with various girder heel details will be instrumented and mechanical behaviour will be 
analysed. The design criteria and design analogues could be adjusted based on the findings from this 
study. 
 
Project 150-3547 covers the longitudinal shear design in metal plate connected trusses. The longitudinal 
shear design values for wood have primarily been developed to estimate the shear capacity of simple 
beams (i.e., joists and laminated beams).  Shear in truss members has not been an issue as most members 
are assumed to act primarily in axial tension or compression.  Furthermore, early truss design models 
were based on simple pinned chord and web members.  With the introduction of more sophisticated truss 
analysis models where chord members are assumed to be continuous over panel points and full- or partial-
fixity is assumed at the truss plate joint, the longitudinal shear stress in truss members is now being 
estimated by truss analysis programs. 
 
The questions faced by the truss industry are as follows: 1) are the truss design programs and analogues 
correctly estimating the shear stresses; and 2) are the shear design values (focussing primarily on simple 
beams) appropriate for truss applications?  As a result of the increased occurrences of shear governing 
truss designs, representatives of the truss industry have requested that the published longitudinal shear 
values for lumber be reviewed and increased. 
 
Any increase in the published longitudinal shear strength of lumber would be available to all applications 
of lumber.  Therefore, before attempting to increase the design shear capacity of lumber, it is 
recommended that a thorough review of longitudinal shear in metal plate connected trusses be reviewed 
and any design anomalies addressed.  The objective of this project is to carry out this review and 
recommend the appropriate revisions to the truss design procedures. 
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CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood Truss Design Issues 
Novotel Airport Hotel, Toronto 

May 9, 2001, 9:00 am 
 

Minutes 
 
Attendance : 
 
Eric Jones   CWC 
Louis Poliquin   Forintek 
Kenneth Koo   Jager Industries  
Brian Hintz   Jager  Industries 
Peter Pugliese   Mitek Canada  
Ian Richards   Mitek Canada 
Vic Tanner   WWTA (MB, SK) 
Gus Vertolli   Alpine Systems Corp. 
Claude Roy   AQFSB 
Sylvain Ménard   Toiture Mauricienne (AQFSB) 
François Chaunette  Jager Industries 
Conroy Lum   Forintek 
Michel Lamontagne  Jager Industries 
William Love   Tembec Forest Products 
Richard Desjardins  Forintek 
Ian Malcolm   CWC 
Ernie Harris   Alpa Roof Trusses (OWTFA) 
Jim Burford   WWTA (Alberta) 
Steve Toner   Timber Top Trusses (AWTFA) 
 
 
1. Introduction and Goals of Meeting 
 
Eric Jones (CWC), Louis Poliquin (Forintek) and Ken Koo (TPIC) made introductory comments and 
stated the goals of the meeting. 
  
Eric Jones: CWC Goals 
•  To develop an action plan focused on items that are most important to wood products industry. 
 
Louis Poliquin: Forintek Goals 
•  To assess the impact of change from working stress design (WSD) to limit states design (LSD) 

procedure on truss designs 
 
•  To determine the focus of future research 
 
Ken Koo: TPIC goals 
•  To demonstrate examples of truss designs developed following LSD vs WSD procedures 
•  To identify issues to be addressed 
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2. Macro View: Impacts and Directions 
 
Background information and an overview of each of the major issues covered during the meeting were 
given by Richard Desjardins (Forintek), Conroy Lum (Forintek), Ken Koo (TPIC), Brian Hintz (TPIC) 
and Eric Jones (CWC). 
 
a) Impact Study Update: Quebec trial runs 
 
Richard Desjardins described a study carried out by AQFSB,  Forintek and TPIC to assess the impact of 
adopting limit states design procedures on the design of wood trusses. 

    
Richard Desjardins: 
•  The Québec building code refers to the working stress design procedure for wood design rather than 

the limit states design procedure (CSAO86) 
•  Québec truss manufacturers expressed a concern that there would be an increase in production cost 

associated with adopting limit states design  
•  The manufacturers requested a rationale for changes and an assessment of their impact 
•  Manufacturers want to know what engineering steps can be taken to reduce costs of trusses designed 

according to LSD procedures 
•  As a first step to address their concerns, Forintek and TPIC compared truss designs completed 

following the WSD procedure versus the LSD procedure 
•  Trusses designed under LSD were found to be more conservative, and more costly 
•  The study identified key issues that should be addressed to make the LSD procedure less conservative 

  
b) CSA O86 Issues: Brief history      
 
Conroy Lum explained differences between the Limit States Design procedure and the Working Stress 
Design Procedure that affect truss design.  
 
Conroy Lum: 
WSD versus LSD design procedures 
•  Under WSD, a snow load duration factor was applied that is no longer applicable under LSD, as 

shown in the following table  
 
Snow load Duration Factor 

 
WSD LSD 

Part 9 1.33 duration factor 
Short column design 
(incorporated into NBCC span 
tables) 

1.0 duration factor 
Column formula 
(Design According to CSA O86) 

Part 4 1.15 duration factor 1.0 duration factor 
 

•  Load duration factors that were used in working stress design were actually used to calibrate the 
designs to achieve historically proven spans 

 
•  Duration factors disappeared under LSD and their loss was not fully made up by compensating 

factors, so that LSD designs are more conservative 
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c) Truss Project 
 

Conroy Lum, Ken Koo and Brian Hintz described the truss project carried out by TPIC and Forintek that 
lead to the acceptance of favourable CSAO86 provisions for the design of wood trusses. 

 
Conroy Lum: 
1st Phase of Truss Project 
•  Goal: To develop a CSA design procedure that maintains traditional residential spans for wood 
trusses 
 
•  A large number of trusses were tested to show that traditional spans are safe 
 
2nd Phase of Truss Project 
•  Goal: To identify key issues on which to focus efforts to improve the design procedure for trusses 
 
•  There are two components to design procedures: 

1) Truss analysis 
2) Lumber behaviour 
 

•  Key issues identified during truss project regarding truss analysis: 
1) Need to move to plane frame analysis model 
2) Need to refine truss analogues 

 
•  Truss project achievements regarding lumber behaviour: 

1) CSA O86 introduced a Km factor that gives 30% increase in strength of top chords for spans less 
than 40 ft 

2) CSA O86 introduced new interaction equation giving another 20% to 30% increase in capacity to 
top chords for spans less than 40 ft 

 
•  It is easier to defend CSA O86 type of procedure to people outside of truss industry 
 
•  Future issues to be addressed by CSA O86 regarding lumber behaviour in trusses 

1) Tension length effects: committee feels that longer members in tension should have less capacity 
than shorter chords 

2) Pdelta effect (moment amplification) may be considered in compression chords (making designs 
more conservative)  

 
•  (Interjection by Eric Jones)  lumber properties and design equations have changed since WSD design 

procedure was developed in 70’s 
 
•  Truss project impact on truss analogues 

1) A new analogue was introduced that results in more fixity (and more moment) at heel (this is 
more consistent with tension failure) 

2) Need to standardize analogues to make sure CSA O86 design procedure gives consistent results 
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Ken Koo: 
SOFTWARE RUNS COMPARING WSD WITH LSD 
 
Background 
•  In the autumn of 2000, AQSB surveyed truss manufacturers and found that trusses designed 

according to LSD procedures are more costly than equivalent trusses designed according to WSD 
•  TPIC agreed to review the findings and met with Forintek and AQSFB in January 2001 to discuss the 

matter 
•  A binder of survey results, comparing trusses designed according to LSD versus WSD using Jager 

software for 4 truss configurations, was forwarded to TPIC in February and the input files were 
forwarded in March 

•  It was determined that there were some discrepancies between the truss configurations used for LSD 
design compared to those used for WSD design, so that a direct comparison of the two design 
methodologies was not possible 

•  Jager and Mitek worked together to test equivalent truss configurations under WSD versus LSD, 
following the configurations shown in the binder 

 
In order to explain the results of the software runs, Ken Koo gave a brief review of the truss testing 
project and a comparison of the Limit States versus Working Stress Design Procedures. 
 
Truss Testing Project 
•  Goals of Truss Project: 

1) Preserve market share of residential wood trusses 
2) Establish reliability of residential wood trusses 
3) Establish standard design method for all trusses – Part 9 residential and small buildings, Part 4 

Commercial and Farm Trusses – with differences in applied loads only 
 

•  Findings of Truss Project 
1) Testing of 120 trusses showed that Part 9 trusses are reliable 
2) Larger than expected moment developed at truss heel 
 

•  Results of Truss Project 
1) A revised interaction equation (less conservative) for combined stress was introduced in CSA 

O86 applicable subject to the following limitations: clear spans < = 40 ft, spacing <= 24 “ oc, 
slope >=2/12  

2) A stiffness based model was adopted for truss analogues (replacing the pin-jointed model) 
3) Grip design of heel plate based on net area instead of gross area 

 
Results of WSD versus LSD Software Runs 
•  The examples that TPIC was requested to examine (from the AQFSB binder) consisted of two sets of 

truss configurations: 
1) Configurations based on Part 9 girders 
2) Configurations based on special short cantilever girder heels for large span trusses 
 

•  Both types of configurations are outside of the scope of the truss testing project so that the revised 
interaction equation for combined stress does not apply to their design 

 
•  Observations of Girder Trusses (referred to as Trusses A(R1) and B(R2)): 

1) Axial load is based on load configuration 
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2) In general, the design moments developed under the new stiffness-based truss analogue are 
greater than moments based on the former pin-jointed model. 

3)  The combined tress index (CSI) is higher under LSD than under WSD principally because of the 
loss of the load duration factor (KD=1.33 for residential trusses). 

4) For Truss B, the factored increase in axial capacity under LSD was not sufficient to compensate 
for the loss of the load duration factor. If the interaction equation were applicable to this case, the 
CSI of the top chord would be reduced. 

 
•  The other two truss configurations were based on a special Quebec detail consisting of a large bottom 

chord (2x6) and a small fascia (2x4) 
 
•  Observations of Quebec Heel Detail (referred to as Trusses C (R3) and D (R4)): 

1) Increase of factored axial load is consistent for top and bottom chords for both Truss C and D, but 
the factored moment is much higher due to the exterior bearing location 

2) Factored compression capacity increased by 27% while factored load increased by 54% following 
LSD compared with WSD 

3) Factored Tension Capacity increased by 41% while Factored Load increased by 54% following 
LSD compared with WSD 

4) Factored moment capacity increased by 56%. The design bending moment was much higher for 
this particular detail because of the truss analogue. 

 
•  Jager and Mitek proposed two alternate details for Trusses C and D (referred to as Truss C (R3)-a,b 

and Truss D (R4) –a,b 
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Summary 
 
1. Lumber Capacity 

•  The factors that increase capacity under LSD are not enough to compensate for the loss of the 
load duration factor that was applicable under WSD 

•  For regular trusses, applying the revised interaction equation would make up for the loss of 
the load duration factor since compression of the top chord governs design 

•  For girder trusses, tension of the bottom chord governs design – there is no way to 
compensate for the loss of the load duration factor under current LSD procedures 

•  The stiffness-based analogue for girder trusses results in higher apparent moments 
 

2. Shear capacity 
•  May govern girder design for cases in which large loads are applied to small MSR chords 
 

3. Interaction Formula 
•  The revised interaction formula leads to a less severe combined stress index (CSI), which is 

important for truss configurations in which compression of the top chord governs design. 
 

4. Heel Analogue 
•  The TPIC task group will recommend appropriate details for solving the problem of the 

severe bending moments introduced by the truss analogue for heel with cantilever. 
 

5. 10 PSF LL on Ceiling 
•  The NBCC specifies a 10 PSF live load on the bottom chord of roof trusses. 

 

Brian Hintz: 
Brain Hintz presented the details of the truss software run results. 
Software Runs Comparing WSD with LSD  
 
•  Typical trusses were designed under WSD and LSD for Part 9 and Part 4 applications 
 
•  Part 9 applications  

1) Runs showed a 20% increase in CSR from WS to LS for bottom chords  
2) Attributable partly to loss of 1.33 load duration factor 
 

•  Part 4 applications 
a) Runs showed lower CSR in top chords from WSD to LSD 
b) Runs showed slight increase in CSR for bottom chord from WSD to LSD 

 
d) Part 4 Load Issues 
 
Eric Jones: 
 
Eric Jones explained proposed changes to loads in Part 4 of the NBCC. 
 
•  A NBCC committee task group has been organized to review loads in Part 4 
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•  Members of the CSAO86 committee (the wood design committee) attended the last meeting of the 
Part 4 loads task group 

 
•  Building Code loads are going to change 

 
•  Changes under consideration: 

1) NBCC loads are currently based on 30 yr return period. It is proposed that they be based on a 50 
year return to match American and European building codes 

2) Other building codes require more load cases to be considered than does the NBCC. Specifically, 
they require “companion” loads (such as ½ snow loads in combination with wind)  to be taken 
into account. The NBCC may adopt these load combinations 

3) The design of structures under Part 4 loads may be subjected to a higher level of reliability. 
Specifically, the Beta index may increase from 2.8 to 3.0 for wood structures. (The Beta Index is 
a statistical index relating the probability of achieving a certain material strength with the 
probability that the structure will be subjected to a certain load)   

4) Importance factors for buildings may change. Another category of buildings, post disaster 
buildings, will be introduced. A higher importance factor will be used in calculating loads to 
account for their use as places of public refuge in post disaster situations. 

 
•  Net effect of changes to Part 4 loads: 

1) Design snow loads may increase by 10 to 15%  
 

•  CSA O86 committee members are raising concerns over economic consequences with the Part 4 
loads task group 

 
•  The truss industry could bring issues to CSAO86 committee to influence Part 4 loads committee 
 
•  The truss industry should put together an impact study that would indicate the economic effects 

associated with a 10% increase in design snow loads 
 
1. Analysis: Identification of underlying technical questions 

•  See attached MS Excel spreadsheet 01-103-1 
 
2. Micro-view 

•  See attached MS Excel spreadsheet 01-103-1 for roles and timeframe of action items. 
 
3. Other Issues 

•  The group thought it would be a good idea for the truss industry to start a database on wood truss 
failures and causes, for future reference. 

 
4. Next Steps 

•  See attached MS Excel spreadsheet 01-103-1 for steps to be taken for each action item 
•  TPIC will discuss its action items at the next TPIC meeting May 10-11 
•  Forintek and CWC will prepare workplans and formalize issues to bring to the next CSA O86 

meeting in November, 2001 
•  CWC will provide support as required to the rest of the group 
•  The group will prepare a letter expressing economic concerns to the Part 4 loads task group
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Importance Needs Impetus Research
? 

Lead 
Role 

First steps Time frame 

1 
top 

Develop alternate TPIC 
analogues for girder heels 
with short cantilevers. 

The analogues modelling these 
applications show discrepancies 
with test results and with the 
analogues previously used in 
WSD. 

no TPIC TPIC to develop  
appropriate 
analogues 

6 mths 

2 
top 

Quantify the effect of the 
location of  
splices in top chords.  

  no TPIC   6 mths 

3 
top 

Eliminate the design 
loading of 
10 psf LL on bottom chords 
of trusses 
in cases where this is overly 
conservative.  

NBCC live loads on bottom 
chords do not seem applicable to 
shallow attic spaces. 

no, use 
common 
sense 
argument 

TPIC The NBCC 
loading will  
be interpreted as 
applying only to 
attic spaces into 
which a person 
can reasonably 
be expected to 
crawl. 

1 mth 

4 
top 

Validate the moment in 
bottom chords 
of girder trusses 

There is a lack of data. yes, 
modelling 
-linked  
to other  
issues 

TPIC/ 
FCC 

Preliminary plan Preliminary 
plan before 
next TPIC 
meeting 

5 
high 

Increase the CSA O86 
values for specified shear 
strength of lumber. 

The methodology used to 
develop the CSAO86 shear 
values is in question and seems 
overly conservative. 

yes, 
review 
steps 
taken to 
come up 
with 
lumber 
shear 
values 

CWC Proposal to CSA 
O86 

Proposal for 
Nov   
CSA O86 
meeting 

6 
high 

Increase the shear 
resistance values used for 
truss applications by taking 
into consideration the effect 
of plates. 

New proposal. Lack of data for 
validation. Under LSD, shear 
often governs truss design. 

yes, 
linked to 
other 
issues, 
ANALYT
ICAL+TE
STING 

TPIC   No date set  

7 
high 

Increase the design shear 
capacity of girder trusses by 
applying a load sharing 
factor to multi-ply trusses. 

Under current design procedure, 
no load sharing factor is applied 
to built-up trusses, although such 
factors apply to built-up beams, 
joists, studs etc. 

yes, 
testing 

Forintek Workplan for 
next CSA O86 
meeting. 

1) Workplan 
for next 
CSA O86 
 meeting 
2)Target for  
approval in 
2003 

8 
medium 

Review tension values of 
MSR in CSAO86 

The ratios of  tension strength/ 
bending strength are higher in 
the U.S. NDS than in CSA O86. 
It may be possible to make an 
argument for increasing design 
tensile strength for MSR lumber 
in CSA O86. 

yes 
database 
req'd 

CWC   2 yrs. 
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Importance Needs Impetus Research
? 

Lead 
Role 

First steps Time frame 

9 
medium 

Review proposed tension 
length effect in  
trusses 

The CSA O86 general design 
committee is considering 
imposing a length effect factor 
that would reduce the design 
tension strength of lumber 
members (such as  truss panels) 
based on length. 

yes, 
linked to 
other 
issues 

Task 
Group 
TPIC/ 
CWC 
Forintek 

Make a case for 
not imple-
menting a length 
effect or for 
calibrating  
the length effect 
factor in such a 
manner that  
it affects only 
truss spans 
exceeding 30  
or 40 ft. 

"Something"
by next  
CSA O86 
Meeting. 

10 
medium 

Assess the benefit of 
applying the CSA O86 
revised interaction eq'n to 
trusses spanning more than 
40 ft if the P delta moment 
amplification also applies. 

CSA O86 has adopted a less  
conservative interaction equation 
for combined axial and bending 
stresses  for trusses spanning < 
40 ft. No case has been made to 
apply the revised eq'n to longer 
spans. It seems likely that if the 
revised eq'n is accepted for 
longer spans, moment 
amplification (P delta effect) 
will also have to be considered 
(as per the US NDS). The net 
effect of applying both to longer 
span trusses needs to be 
assessed.  

yes 
modelling  
study 

TASK 
GROUP 
TPIC/C
WC 
FORINT
EK 

1)CWC to find 
out if there is 
possibility that  
CSAO86 will 
adopt revised 
interaction 
equation for all 
wood structural 
members 
2) TPIC to "re-
run numbers" 
for example 
trusses using 
revised 
interaction 
equation and 
including Pdelta 
moment 
amplification 
3) Forintek to 
test trusses 
spanning > 40ft 
if it is 
determined that 
this may be 
beneficial 

1) Next 
CSAO86 
meeting 
2) Next 
TPIC 
meeting 
3) Depends 
on 1) and 2) 

low Increase the design tension 
capacity of girder trusses by 
applying a load sharing 
factor to multi-ply trusses. 

Under current design procedure, 
no load sharing factor is applied 
to built-up trusses, although such 
factors apply to built-up beams 
and to joists, studs etc. 

yes, 
testing 

  none planned depends on  
other items 

low Review CSA O86 values 
for tension strength of 
wider widths of 
lumber 

Under CSA O86 size factors are 
applied to lumber strength 
values to take into account the 
existence of  larger knots in 
wider widths of lumber 
members. 

no   none planned none set 
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Background- for others not involved with this process 

• Last fall, AQSFB did a Sluvey oftnlSs fabricators. It is their finding that there is major increases when truss designs based on Working 
Stress Design (WSD) are re-mn using Limit State Design (LSD). 

• At the Nov 2000 TPIC meeting, TPIC agreed to review this survey, investigate the findings and report to next TPIC meeting. This position 
was finther confinned at a gathering between Forintek Canada, TPIC & AQSFB members in January. 

• In Feb 200 I, Forintek Quebec forwarded truss comparison binder to TPIC and listed 4 specific truss designs 

A. 23'-8" sloped Girder tmss suppotting loads approx 37' hip system- hip jacks, hip girder and regular trusses 

B. 31 '-3" girder supporting middle of 50' hip systems- hip girder and regular trusses 

C. 52' span- 4/12 triangular truss with "girder heel" style end and short cantilever matching a 2x4 fascia 

D. 62' span- 4/12 u·iangular tmss with ''girder heel" style end and short cantilever matching a 2x4 fascia 

• After fiuther investigation, it is known that 

o Output are fiom one soil ware package (Jager) although the survey identified 2"d software supplier (MiTek) 

o Direct comparisons between WSD & LSD were not possible as trusses are not identical with different configurations, lwnber sizes and 
loadings. 

o Tmss designs are so complicated that output infomtation is not adequate and must be matched to input files as well as lwnber reference 
files. Without them, it is hard to simulate exact results 

o Request was made to AQSFB for input files & reference files for above trusses and the 2"d software supplier files 

o The input files were supplied at end of March 

• Since then, Jager has been working with MiTek on these 4 trusses. It is also foood that there are input differences between MiTek and Jager 
drawings, such as difterent hunber sizes and truss configurations. 

• Jager and MiTek decided on trusses from the binder before proceeding to producing drawings for comparison. 

• This is the result of a lot of phone call, conference calls as well as e-mail. I like to thank all of you for your patience and especially ones who 
did all the work in order to arrive at the following summary. 

As promised, TPIC agreed to examine these 4 truss designs and provide a detail report on the analysis. 

Truss Plate Institute of Canada 
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c.-.. l I)RESENTATION OF THE DETAILED TnUSS DESIGN BREAKDOWN BETWEEN LSD & WSD AND ITS 

COMPONENTS 

~ 

<0 

The 01iginal intent of the tmss project is to preserve the market share of Residential trusses as well as to establish reliability of such trusses. 

The Forintek project proved 
a. The Reliability of trusses 
b. Establish a standard design method is established for all trusses; Part 9 Residential and Small Buildings, Part 4 Commercial and Fann 
Tmsses with difterence in applied loads only 

With limitations of clear span up to 40', spacing not exceeding 24" oc, slope not less than 2/12 & special exceptions, an revised interaction 
fonnula is derived for the compression p01tion of the Combined Stress Index as per CSA 086 5.5.13.5. 
This clause provides special stress consideration for compression chords under the CSA Limitation. 

The test project identified that there is large than expected Moment at the heel area (such as lumber failures as well as plate withdrawal) and that 
is con finned by the readings of stn1in gauges on special set of trusses at a later phase. Forintek computer models further confirm this. 
As a result, TPIC-1996 is based on stiffi1css-based model instead ofTPIC-1988 pin-jointed model (equivalent to TPI-1974). 
This model can predict better behavior of stress distribution and more in line with current accepted truss designs such as TPI. 
The other major change is that grip design of heel plate is based on net area instead of gross area (a difference of20%). 

The exan1ples that TPIC were requested to examine are consisted of2 sets; 1st set is based on Part 9 girders while the 200 set is based on a 
special sh01t cantilever girder hed tor large span trusses. Both are outside the original intent of the Forintek Test Project. As a result, neither can 
benefit from the revised interaction tonnula. 

In order to clarify tllis situation, one should review differences between 

• Allowable Stress and Factored Resistance witl1 appropriate design factors as specified by CSA 086 M94 

• Loads and Factored loads from truss models 

Truss Plate Institute of ·canada 
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Observation of Ginlcr· Tr·usscs- Truss A (IH) & lJ (IU) 

• Axial load for girders is based on load configuration 

• Moment for girden; is based on load configurations but in general, one can expect larger moment than before 

• Principal increase is the loss of Kn factor = 1.33 for WSD Part 9 girder. 

o Factors aftecting Tension 1.33 vs 0.99 

o Factors affecting Moment with load sharing 1.53 vs 0.99 

For girder tmsses, one could expect a larger moment as well as a larger loss in capacity increase due to the loss of Ko. 

For Truss B, amount of axial capacity increase is not enough to neutralize the amount of increase in factored loads. 

If the Interaction formula can be extended, this can assist in the reduction ofCSl ofthe top chord. 

Obser-vation of Quebec heel detail- Truss C (IU) & D (R4) 

This is a special Quebec detail based on a large bottom chord (2x 6) to match a small facial (2x4) with a cantilever. 

Current TPIC-1996 design mles treats this detail as an extended bottom chord with analogue bearing location at the outside tip of the bottom 
chord according to engineering. Consequently, there is a tremendous increase in moment. 

• Increase of factored axial load is consistent for top and bottom chords for both Tmss C & D but the Factored Moment is much higher due 
to the exterior bearing location. 

• Factored Compression Capacity increased by 27% while Factored Load is increased by 54% 

• Factored Tension Capacity increased by 41% while Factored Load increased by 54% 

• Factored Moment Capacity increased by 56% while Factored Moment increase is distorted due to this particular detail 

Jager & MiTek had 2 proposed alternate details: Truss C (RJ)- a, -b & Truss D (R4) -a, -b 

• Factored axial load (45%) is consistent to Factored Loads as applied (45%) for Tmss C -a, -b & D -a, -b 

• Compression chords is still stressed higher but not excessive between LSD/WSD. Maybe Interaction formula may help 

• Higher moment for both chords. Maybe a Forintek research project to confirm such moment can help also. 

Truss Plate Institute of Canada 
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c.., .. ... SllMMAH.Y & WH.Al'- Ul' 

These examples are outside the original intent of the Forintek Project. To best illustrate the degree of changes expected between WSD & LSD, 
Brian llintz will present a section on conunon tnlSses covering a range of spans. 

There are ditlt:rcnccs between WSD & LSD and can be summarized as follows; 
1. Lumber Capacity 

Lwnber capacity of lumber tor Limit State in comparison to Working Stress did not increase as much as the increase ofthe factored load 
tor Part 9 trusses. This is due to the loss of Load Duration Factor and cannot be recovered through current design procedures. 
For regular tmsscs, this dlect is masked by the Interaction formula for compression chords as governing factor is top chords in 
compression. 
I Iowever, for girder trusses where governing factors is on the bottom chords in tension, this effect cannot be neutralized. To compound the 
problem, there is the addition extra moments induced by the stiffuess method. 

2. Shear Capacity 
11lis can definitely be goveming in girders \vhere large loads are applied on small MSR chords. 

3. Interaction Formula- for· Compression Chords 
Please keep in mind that this tonnula only affects the Compression Chords such as Top Chord of Truss and will not affect girder trusses 
where bottom chord in tension is the goveming member. 
I Iowever, tor larger trusses and tor girder tmsses, a less severe stress calculation can help to lessen the impact on increases. 

4. Heel analogue 
These specific examples are for heel with cantilevers. There is 2 proposed TPIC n~thods to solve this problem. I believe it is best for TPIC 
Task Group to recommend appropriate detail after review by other TPIC members. 

5. 10 PSF LL on Ceiling 
This is an issue based on loads specified by NBCC. TPIC is a engineering design procedure and must follows NBCC for specified loads. 

TI1e above is a sununary of my detailed review of the trusses as submitted by AQSFB. 

Truss Plate Institute of Canada 
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.----------.-------------------------------------------,r-----------------------------------------~~ 
Working Stress Design Limit State Design ~ 

r----------+------------------------------------------~~----------------------------------------~~ 
Truss A I Bottom Chord: (Panel K-F) f 

(Rl) I 6288 6257 
------+---------

654 *I 0.875 * 1.33 1130 * 13.14 * 1.15 * 1.33 

6288 6257 
--+--
9459 22710 

0.66 + 0.28 = 0.94 

0.58 I 0.98 
Top chord CSI: 0.58 

0.41 I 1.22 Comparison between WSD & LSD: 

WSD Loading: 40.9 + 10 =50.9 

LSD factored Loading: 40.9 * 1.5 + 10 * 1.25 = 73.8 

Axial Force: WSD6288 > LSD 8232 

Moment: WSD 6257 > LSD 12815 

Axial Capacity: WSD9459 > LSD 10296 

Moment Capady: WSD 22710 > LSD 26706 

8232 12815 --------+-------------
956 * 10.875 * 1.1 * 0.9 2053 * 13.14 *1.1 * 0.9 

8232 12815 
--+--
10296 26706 

0.80 + 0.48 = 1.28 

Top chord CSI: 0.57 

+45% 

+31% 

+ 105% large increase due to loading of heel of girder 

+9% 

+ 18% 
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te Design Working Stress Design Limit Sta . 
~------------4--------------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------;~· 

Top Chord: (Panel N-0) =r Tr·uss B 
(R2) 

0.89 I 0.68 

0.99 I 0.93 

10816 8011 --------------+---------------
1696 * 8.25* 1.1 * 1.33 2103 * 7.56 * 1.15 * 1.33 

10816 8011 
--+--
20470 24325 

0.53 + 0.33 = 0.86 

Bottom Chord: (Panel L-K) 

10816 108 
---------+ ---------------
1566*8.25*1.33 2103*7.56*1.15*1.33 

10816 108 
--+--
17183 24325 

0.63 + 0.004 = 0.63 

16349 10937 ---------------------+-------------
2885*8.25 * 1.1 * Kc * K:c * 0.8 4407 *7.56 * 1.} * .9 

16349 10937 
---+--
23258 32983 

0.70 + 0.33 = 1.03 

Bottom Chord: 

16349 4759 ------------+-------------
2566* 8.25 * 1.1 * .9 4407 *7.56 * 1.1 * .9 

16349 4759 
---+--
20958 32983 

0.78 + 0.14 = 0.92 

285 
Shear: use CSA 086 M84 Appendix H4 I Shear exceed: - = 1.42 201 

Comparison between WSD & LSD: WSD: 50.9 =>LSD 73.8 + 45% 

Top Axial Force: WSD 10816 > LSD 16349 +51% 

Moment: 

Axial Capacity: 

Moment Capacity: 

Bot Axial Force: 

Moment: 

Axial Capacity: 

Moment Capacity: 

WSD 8011 > LSD 10991 

WSD20470 > LSD 23258 

WSD 24325 > LSD 32986 

WSD 10816 > LSD 16349 

WSD 108 > LSD 4759 

WSD 17183 > LSD 20958 

WSD 24325 > LSD 32986 

+37% 

+ 14% 

+36% 

+51% 

+ large increase due to loading of heel of girder 

+22% 

+36% 
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Truss C 

(RJ) 

0.77 I 0.73 

9161 4479 -----------------+---------------
1696 * 8.25 * 1.15 * 1.1 * .94 2103 * 7.56* 1.15 *1.15 

9161 4479 
--+--
16638 21016 

0.55 + 0.21 = 0.76 

Bottom Chord: (Panel A-G) 

8691 3184 -----+--------
1566*8.25*1.15 2103*7.56*1.15*1.15 

8691 3184 
--+--
14857 21026 

0.58 + 0.15 = 0.74 

Comparison between WSD & LSD: 

WSD Loading: 40.9 + 10 = 50.9 

LSD factored Loading: 40.9 * 1.5 + 10 * 1.25 = 73.8 

Top Axial Force: WSD 9161 > LSD 14137 

Moment: WSD4479 > LSD 16386 

Axial Capacity: WSD 16638 > LSD 21085 

Moment Capacity: WSD 21016 > LSD 32983 

Bot Axial Force: WSD 8691 > LSD 13821 

Moment: WSD 3184 > LSD 13821 

Axial Capacity: WSD 14857 > LSD 20958 

Moment Capacity: WSD 21026 > LSD 32983 

- ------ -- ·-te Design 

14137 16386 
---------------- + --------
2885 * 8.25 *1.1 * Kc * KZc * .8 4407*7.56*1.1 * .9 

14137 16386 
--+--
21085 32983 

0.67 + 0.50 = 1.17 

Bottom Chord: 

13502 13821 -------------+-------------
2566* 8.25 * 1.1 * .9 4407 * 7.56 * 1.1 * .9 

13502 13821 
--+--
20958 32983 

0.64 + 0.41 = 1.06 

+45% ----
+54% 

+ 265% (analogue bearing on tip- extended BC calc) 

+27% 

+57% 

+59% 

+ 334% (analogue bearing on tip - extended BC calc) 

+41% 

+57% 
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CD 

0 

Truss C- a Top Chord: (Panel A-H) Top Chord: CD 
!!!. 
co 

(RJ- a) 13379 ·9216 
::::J 

9161 4479 
Q. 

Alternate 
--+-- r-

--+-- 21085 32983 
0 

16638 21016 rZl 
en .., 
"' analogue 0.63 + 0.28 = 0.91 ::::J 

bearing at 0.55 + 0.21 = 0.76 g 

Bottom Chord: 
3 

plumb of Bottom Chord: (Panel A-G) 
3 
CD 

a. 
TC/BC 

8691 3184 12727 6941 
!!!. 
:0 

--+-- 0 

--+ Q. 

14857 21026 20958 32983 -g 
"' "' CD 

0.58 + 0.15 = 0.74 I 0.61 + 0.21 = 0.82 '"' 

Comparison between WSD & LSD: 

WSD Loading: 40.9 + 10 = 50.9 

LSD factored Loading: 40.9 * 1.5 + 10 * 1.25 = 73.8 +45% 
--

Top Axial Force: WSD 9161 > LSD 13379 +45% 

Moment: WSD 4479 > LSD 9216 + 105% 

Bot Axial Force: WSD 8691 > LSD 12720 +46% 

Moment: WSD 3184 > LSD 6934= + 118% 

Truss C- b Top Chord: Top Chord: 

(RJ- b) 0.55 + 0.21 = 0.76 0.88 
Alternate Bottom Chord: 

Bottom Chord: 

Centerline I 0.58 + 0.15 = 0.74 0.78 
analogue 

...... 
9. 
co 
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Woa·king Stress Design Limit State Design 

~ 
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~------------+-------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------~~ 
Truss D 

(R4) 

0.88 I 0.98 

Top Chord: (Panel A-K) 

11679 3903 ------------------+----------------
1696 * 8.25 * 1.15 * l.l * 96 2103 *7.56 * 1.15 * 1.15 

11679 3903 
--+----
16992 21016 

0.69 + 0.19 = 0.88 

Bottom Chord: (Panel A-J) 

11080 3293 
-----+ ---------------
1566 *8.25 * 1.15 2103 * 7.56 * 1.15 * 1.15 

11080 3293 
--+---
14857 21016 

0.75 + 0.16 = 0.90 

Comparison between WSD & LSD: 

WSD Loading: 40.9 + 10 = 50.9 

Top Chord: 

17869 17491 ------------+-------
2885 * 8.25 * 1.1 * Kc * Kz.: * .8 4407 *7.56 * 1.1 * .9 

17869 17491 
--+----
21791 32983 

0.82 + 0.53= 1.35 

Bottom Chord: 

17053 13997 -------------+---------------
2566 *8.25 * 1.1 * .9 4407* 7.56*1.1 * .9 

17053 13997 
-- +------
20958 32983 

0.81 + 0.42 = 1.24 

LSD factored Loading: 40.9 * 1.5 + 10 * 1.25 = 73.8 + 45% 

Top Axial Force: 

Moment: 

Axial Capacity: 

Moment Capacity: 

Bot Axial Force: 

Moment: 

Axial Capacity: 

Moment Capacity: 

WSD 11679 > LSD 17869 

WSD 3903 > LSD 17491 

WSD16992 > LSD 21791 

WSD 21026 > LSD 32983 

WSD 11080 > LSD 17053 

WSD 3293 > LSD 13997 

WSD 14857 > LSD 20958 

WSD 21016 => LSD 32983 

-------------------------------------------
+53% 

+ 348% (analogue bearing on tip- extended BC calc) 

+28% 

+56% 

+54% 

+ 325% (analogue bearing on tip - extended BC calc) 

+41% 

+56% 
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Truss D 

(R4- a) 
Alternate 

analogue 
bearing at 
plumb of 
TC/BC 

Truss D 

(R4- b) 
Alternate 

Centerline 
analogue 

Woa·king Sta·ess Design 

Top Chord: 

11679 3903 
--+--
16992 21016 

0.69 + 0.19 = 0.88 

Bottom Chord: 

11080 3293 
--+--
14857 21016 

0.75 + 0.16 = 0.90 

Comparison between WSD & LSD: 

WSD Loading: 40.9 + 10 = 50.9 

LSD factored Loading: 40.9 * 1.5 + 10 * 1.25 = 73.8 

Top Axial Force: WSD 11679 > LSD 16743 

Moment: WSD3903 > LSD 8043 

Bot Axial Force: WSD II 080 > LSD 15898 

Moment: WSD 3293 > LSD 7145 

Top Chord: 

0.69 + 0.19 = 0.88 

Bottom Chord: 

0.75 + 0.16 = 0.90 

Top Chord: 

Bottom Chord: 

+45% 

+44% 

+ 106%" 

+43% 

+ 117% 

Top Chord: 

Bottom Chord: 

Limit State Design 

16743 8043 
--+--
21791 32983 

0.76 + 0.24 = 1.01 

15898 7145 
--+--
20958 32983 

0. 76 + 0.22 = 0.98 

0.98 

0.94 
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Program Summary 
 
Study 1 — ........................................................ Analytical Assessment of Girder Heel Bending Moments ( $37,700 ) 
Study 2 — ..................... Experimental Validation of Girder Heel Bending Moments and Modes of Failure ( $155,350 ) 
Study 3 — ................................................. Longitudinal Shear Design in Metal Plate Connected Trusses ( $76,600 ) 
Study 4 — ........................................................Design Capacity of Laminated Girder Truss Assemblies ( $200,350 ) 
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Study 1 — Analytical Assessment of Girder Heel Bending Moments ( $37,700 ) 
  
 

Issue: (Truss Research Committee Item 4) The application of standard truss 
analogues to specific truss configurations requires engineering 
judgement.  The selection and application of a particular analogue 
usually requires balancing a number of items: accuracy and precision 
of the results; range of truss configurations that can be covered; ease 
of implementation in the design program; intuitiveness; etc.  Because 
of the large number of possible truss configurations it is not possible 
to experimentally or analytically verify each case.  In the case of the 
girder heel, there are suggestions that the standard heel analogue may 
not be estimating the correct bending moments in the chords, 
especially when deep chord member or top and bottom chord 
members of unequal size are involved.  As there are neither 
independent analytical or experimental results available to assess the 
girder heel design assumptions, studies to develop this information 
are recommended as a first step. 

  
Objectives: Provide independent verification of rules for applying standard heel 

joint analogues, developed for plane frame analysis, to girder heel 
joints that join chord members 2x6 or larger. 

  
Approach: Carry out analysis of several girder heel details (three pitches, and 

three combination of chord sizes) using two plane frame truss 
analysis programs: NSAT and a standard plane-frame analysis 
program.  Discuss and compare results to the current TPIC standard 
implementation. 

  
Est. Duration: 5 months 
  
Est. Total Cost:  $37,700  
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Study 2 — Experimental Validation of Girder Heel Bending Moments and Modes of Failure ( $155,350 ) 
 
  

Issue: (Truss Research Committee Item 4) See also Study 1.  Where 
analytical results are not conclusive, limited experimental stress 
analysis studies are required. 

Objectives: Provide independent verification of rules for applying standard heel 
joint analogues, developed for plane frame analysis, to girder heel 
joints that join chord members 2x6 or larger. 

  
Approach: Validate the computed member bending moments: 1) by load testing 

strain gauged short-span trusses with three girder heel details; and 2) 
by carrying out truss testing to establish the modes of failure for the 
girder heel detail.  Adjust the design analogues and criteria so that 
they are consistent with the experimental results. 

  
Est. Duration: 1.5 to 2 years 
  
Est. Total Cost:  $155,350  
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Study 3 — Longitudinal Shear Design in Metal Plate Connected Trusses ( $76,600 ) 
  
 

Issue: (Truss Research Committee Item 7) The longitudinal shear design 
values for wood has primarily been developed to estimate the shear 
capacity of simple beams (i.e. joists and laminated beams).  Shear in 
truss members have not been an issue as most members are assumed 
to act primarily in axial tension or compression.  Furthermore, early 
truss design models were based on simple pinned chord and web 
members.  With the introduction of more sophisticated truss analysis 
models, chord members were assumed to be continuous over panel 
points.  More complex or statically indeterminate trusses became 
more common.  As a result, longitudinal shear have become an 
important consideration in the design of trusses.  The questions faced 
by the truss industry are as follows: 1) are the truss design programs 
and analogue correctly estimating the shear stresses; and 2) are the 
shear design values (focussing primarily on simple beams) 
appropriate for truss applications?  As a result of increased 
occurrences of shear governing truss designs, representatives of the 
truss industry are requesting that the published longitudinal shear 
values for lumber be reviewed and increased.  The increase, if any, 
would be available to all applications of lumber.  Before attempting to 
increase the design shear capacity of lumber, which would makes this 
issue, it is recommended that a thorough review of longitudinal shear 
in metal plate connected trusses be reviewed and any design 
anomalies addressed. 

  
Objectives: Review and recommend revisions in the truss analysis procedures 

used to quantify the longitudinal stresses in members. 
  
Approach: Select typical truss configurations to be analysed using various 

computer-based models and analogues.  If necessary, carry out 
analytical studies considering volume effects in shear.  Document 
where discrepancies in the models occur and recommend standardised 
procedures for minimising these discrepancies for implementation in 
the TPIC design procedures or the CSA O86 Engineering in Wood 
Code. 

  
Est. Duration: 1 year 
  
Est. Total Cost:  $76,600  
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Study 4 — Design Capacity of Laminated Girder Truss Assemblies ( $200,350 ) 
  
 

Issue: (Truss Research Committee Item 7) Laminated girder trusses are 
designed using the same “system factors” as closely spaced trusses.  
The design does not take into account the additional system effect that 
may be available from nailing several trusses together.  Part of the 
reason for concern with higher system factors specifically for girder 
trusses is that girder trusses are subjected to high concentrated loads 
and large bottom chord side loads.  Bottom chord side loads are 
generally applied through proprietary hangers.  Other the years as 
more complicated roof assemblies are being fabricated and as the 
codes are revised, truss designers have noted that girder trusses are 
becoming heavier and consequently more expensive.  There is a need 
to assess whether all or selected girder truss applications can benefit 
from more refined “system factors” in bending, tension, compression, 
shear and compression perpendicular-to-grain. (NOTE: Studies  and 

 should precede this study.) 
  
Objectives: Increase, if technically justified, the design load carrying capacity of 

laminated girder trusses. 
  
Approach: Analytical studies will be undertaken to develop an appropriate 

design model for estimating load distributions in multi-ply girders 
under bottom chord side loading.  Carry out load tests on strain 
gauged multi-ply girders to confirm the model’s ability to estimate 
the load distribution in tension, bending, and compression parallel to 
grain.  Carry out further tests on multi-ply girder trusses to document 
the predominant failure modes in the lumber, connector plates and 
hangers.  Propose “system factors” and design provisions for 
implementation in the CSA O86 and/or the TPIC Design Procedures. 

  
Est. Duration: 2 to 2.5 years 
  
Est. Total Cost:  $200,350  
  

1
2
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Slide 1 

Un partenaire Un partenaire 
de progrès de progrès 

technologique technologique 
pour pour 

l’industrie des l’industrie des 
produits du boisproduits du bois

 
  
Slide 2 

Richard Desjardins, Richard Desjardins, inging. . M.Sc.M.Sc.
Chef de groupe, Systèmes de ConstructionChef de groupe, Systèmes de Construction

Chicoutimi, Québec Chicoutimi, Québec 
20 octobre 200120 octobre 2001

 
  
Slide 3 

Création du comitéCréation du comité

1.1. RecommandationRecommandation de de l’AQFSBl’AQFSB
2.2. Coordination du TPIC, CCB et de FCCCoordination du TPIC, CCB et de FCC
3.3. Représentation nationaleReprésentation nationale
4.4. Industrie Industrie –– R&D R&D -- codes et normescodes et normes

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités
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Slide 4 

Objectifs – Conseil Canadien du BoisObjectifs – Conseil Canadien du Bois

•• DévelopperDévelopper un plan un plan d’actiond’action en se en se 
concentrantconcentrant sursur les items les plus les items les plus 
importantsimportants pour pour l’industriel’industrie

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 5 

Objectifs ForintekObjectifs Forintek

•• DéterminerDéterminer les les prioritéspriorités de de rechercherecherche
•• Évaluer l’impact des différents Évaluer l’impact des différents 

changements causés par le passage changements causés par le passage 
aux états limitesaux états limites

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 6 

Objectifs- TPICObjectifs- TPIC

•• Identifier les Identifier les problématiquesproblématiques àà
analyseranalyser et et touchanttouchant le le calculcalcul des des 
fermesfermes

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités
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Slide 7 

Très Haute PrioritéTrès Haute Priorité

•• RévisionRévision des des calculscalculs pour le pour le détaildétail dudu
talon talon ditdit de type de type fermeferme maîtressemaîtresse

•• PossibilitéPossibilité de de considérerconsidérer des efforts de des efforts de 
flexion flexion dansdans un assemblage un assemblage sursur uneune
membruremembrure supérieuresupérieure (moment splice)(moment splice)

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 8 

Très Haute PrioritéTrès Haute Priorité

•• Charge vive de 10 Charge vive de 10 psfpsf sur la membrure sur la membrure 
inférieureinférieure

•• VérificationVérification expérimentaleexpérimentale dudu moment moment 
fléchissantfléchissant dansdans la la membruremembrure
inférieureinférieure des des fermesfermes maîtressesmaîtresses

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 9 

Haute PrioritéHaute Priorité

•• Révision des valeurs de cisaillement Révision des valeurs de cisaillement 
du bois dans CSA O86du bois dans CSA O86

•• ConsidérationConsidération de de l’effetl’effet des plaques des plaques 
sursur la résistance au la résistance au cisaillementcisaillement

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités
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Slide 10 

Haute PrioritéHaute Priorité

•• Augmentation des Augmentation des valeursvaleurs de de 
cisaillementcisaillement en en considérantconsidérant un un facteurfacteur
de de systèmesystème pour les pour les fermesfermes maîtressesmaîtresses
avec avec plisplis multiplesmultiples

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 11 

Moyenne Priorité Moyenne Priorité 

•• Valeur de traction du bois MSR dans Valeur de traction du bois MSR dans 
CSA O86CSA O86

•• Effet de longueur dans les membrures Effet de longueur dans les membrures 
en tractionen traction

•• Révision de l’équation d’interaction Révision de l’équation d’interaction 
pour les fermes aupour les fermes au--dessus de 40’dessus de 40’

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 12 

Faible prioritéFaible priorité

•• Augmentation des valeurs en traction Augmentation des valeurs en traction 
en en considérantconsidérant un un facteurfacteur de de systèmesystème
pour les pour les fermesfermes maîtressesmaîtresses avec avec plisplis
multiplesmultiples

•• Révision des valeurs de tractions pour Révision des valeurs de tractions pour 
les pièces de grande dimensionles pièces de grande dimension

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités
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Slide 13 

Autres points à considérerAutres points à considérer

•• Modification des charges de Modification des charges de neigeneige
–– Période de récurrence Période de récurrence 
(30 vs 50 ans)(30 vs 50 ans)

•• Modification des facteurs de Modification des facteurs de 
pondération des états limitespondération des états limites

–– 1.25D+1.5L vs ?1.25D+1.5L vs ?

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 14 

Autres points à considérerAutres points à considérer

•• Performance Performance dynamiquedynamique
–– Calcul du EI équivalentCalcul du EI équivalent

•• Degré de résistance au FeuDegré de résistance au Feu
–– Travaux effectués Travaux effectués 

conjointement avec le Conseil conjointement avec le Conseil 
Canadien du Bois, Forintek, Canadien du Bois, Forintek, 
CNRC et le TPICCNRC et le TPIC

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités

 
  
Slide 15 

Autres points à considérerAutres points à considérer

•• Utilisation du bois jointéUtilisation du bois jointé
–– ResponsabilitéResponsabilité
–– ManutentionManutention
–– Contrôle de qualitéContrôle de qualité
–– Fiabilité structuraleFiabilité structurale

Comité des prioritésComité des priorités
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Slide 1 

Richard DesjardinsRichard Desjardins
Group Leader & Group Leader & ResearchResearch ScientistScientist

Building Building SystemsSystems
 

  
Slide 2 

Objectives – Canadian Wood CouncilObjectives – Canadian Wood Council

•• To develop an action plan focused on To develop an action plan focused on 
items that are most important to wood items that are most important to wood 
products industryproducts industry

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

 
  
Slide 3 

Objectives ForintekObjectives Forintek

•• To assess the impact of change from To assess the impact of change from 
working stress design (WSD) to limit working stress design (WSD) to limit 
states design (LSD) procedure on states design (LSD) procedure on 
truss designstruss designs

•• To determine the focus of future To determine the focus of future 
researchresearch

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues
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Objectives- TPICObjectives- TPIC

•• To demonstrate examples of truss To demonstrate examples of truss 
designs developed following LSD designs developed following LSD vsvs
WSD proceduresWSD procedures

•• To identify issues to be addressedTo identify issues to be addressed

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

 
  
Slide 5 

Top PriorityTop Priority

•• Develop alternate TPIC analogues for Develop alternate TPIC analogues for 
girder heels with short cantileversgirder heels with short cantilevers

•• Quantify the effect of the location of Quantify the effect of the location of 
splices in top chordssplices in top chords

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on 
Wood Truss Design Issues
CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on 
Wood Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: TPICLead Role: TPIC

 
  
Slide 6 

Top PriorityTop Priority

•• Eliminate the design loading of 10 Eliminate the design loading of 10 psfpsf
LL on bottom chords of trusses in LL on bottom chords of trusses in 
cases where this is overly cases where this is overly 
conservative.conservative.

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: TPICLead Role: TPIC
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Slide 7 

Top PriorityTop Priority

Validate the moment in bottom chords of Validate the moment in bottom chords of 
girder trussesgirder trusses

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: TPIC and ForintekLead Role: TPIC and Forintek

 
  
Slide 8 

High PriorityHigh Priority

•• Increase the CSA O86 values for Increase the CSA O86 values for 
specified shear strength of lumberspecified shear strength of lumber

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: CWCLead Role: CWC

 
  
Slide 9 

High PriorityHigh Priority

•• Increase the shear resistance values Increase the shear resistance values 
used for truss applications by taking used for truss applications by taking 
into consideration the effect of platesinto consideration the effect of plates

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: TPIC and ForintekLead Role: TPIC and Forintek
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High PriorityHigh Priority

•• Increase the design shear capacity of Increase the design shear capacity of 
girder trusses by applying a load girder trusses by applying a load 
sharing factor to multisharing factor to multi--ply trusses.ply trusses.

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: TPIC and ForintekLead Role: TPIC and Forintek

 
  
Slide 11 

Medium PriorityMedium Priority

•• Review tension values of MSR in Review tension values of MSR in 
CSAO86CSAO86

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: CWCLead Role: CWC

 
  
Slide 12 

Medium PriorityMedium Priority

•• Review proposed tension length effect Review proposed tension length effect 
in Trussesin Trusses

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: CWC, TPIC and ForintekLead Role: CWC, TPIC and Forintek
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Medium PriorityMedium Priority

•• Assess the benefit of applying the CSA Assess the benefit of applying the CSA 
O86 revised interaction O86 revised interaction eq'neq'n to trusses to trusses 
spanning more than 40’spanning more than 40’

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

Lead Role: CWC, TPIC and ForintekLead Role: CWC, TPIC and Forintek

 
  
Slide 14 

Low PriorityLow Priority

•• Increase the design tension capacity of Increase the design tension capacity of 
girder trusses by applying a load girder trusses by applying a load 
sharing factor to multisharing factor to multi--ply trusses ply trusses 

•• Review CSA O86 values for tension Review CSA O86 values for tension 
strength of wider widths of lumberstrength of wider widths of lumber

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

 
  
Slide 15 

Other Issues to ConsiderOther Issues to Consider

•• Snow LoadSnow Load
–– (30 vs 50 (30 vs 50 yearsyears))

•• LimitLimit States States factorsfactors
–– 1.25D+1.5L vs ?1.25D+1.5L vs ?

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues
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Other Issues to ConsiderOther Issues to Consider

•• Dynamic performanceDynamic performance
–– Equivalent EIEquivalent EI

•• FireFire PerformancePerformance

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

 
  
Slide 17 

Other Issues to ConsiderOther Issues to Consider

•• Use Use ofof FingerjoinedFingerjoined LumberLumber
–– ResponsabilityResponsability
–– HandlingHandling
–– QualityQuality AssuranceAssurance
–– Structural Structural ReliabilityReliability

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

CWC Ad-hoc Task Group on Wood 
Truss Design Issues

 
  
Slide 18 

Analytical Assessment of Girder Heel Bending MomentsAnalytical Assessment of Girder Heel Bending Moments

•• In the case of the girder heel, there are In the case of the girder heel, there are 
suggestions that the standard heel suggestions that the standard heel 
analogue may not be estimating the analogue may not be estimating the 
correct bending moments in the chordscorrect bending moments in the chords

Proposed Projects To DateProposed Projects To Date
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Experimental Validation of Girder Heel Bending Moments 
and Modes of Failure

Experimental Validation of Girder Heel Bending Moments 
and Modes of Failure

• Validate computed member bending 
moments: 

– by load testing strain gauged short-
span trusses with three girder heel 
details

– by carrying out truss testing to 
establish the modes of failure for the 
girder heel detail

Proposed Projects To DateProposed Projects To Date

 
  
Slide 20 

Longitudinal Shear Design in Metal Plate Connected Trusses Longitudinal Shear Design in Metal Plate Connected Trusses 

•• Review and recommend revisions in the Review and recommend revisions in the 
truss analysis procedures used to truss analysis procedures used to 
quantify the longitudinal stresses in quantify the longitudinal stresses in 
members.members.

Proposed Projects To DateProposed Projects To Date

 
  
Slide 21 

Design Capacity of Laminated Girder Truss AssembliesDesign Capacity of Laminated Girder Truss Assemblies

•• Develop an appropriate design model for Develop an appropriate design model for 
estimating load distributions in multiestimating load distributions in multi--ply ply 
girders under bottom chord side loadinggirders under bottom chord side loading

Proposed Projects To DateProposed Projects To Date
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February 12, 2001 

Minutes of Meeting with AQFSB, Forintek Canada East & West (LSD issues)- Jan 23rd, 2001 

Present: Sylvain Ménard Toiture Mauricienne Mario Labrie Romaro Structures 

 Louis Poliquin Forintek Canada Richard Desjardins Forintek Canada  

 Erol Karacabeyli Forintek Canada Conroy Lum Forintek Canada 

 Brian Hintz Jager Industries Kenneth Koo Jager Industries 
 
Opening Remark: 
AQFSB found that the adoption of Limit State Design will result in some trusses being more expensive by as much 
as 30% (Forintek Building Systems Meeting Book – Jan 2001).  AQFSB conducted a survey at its annual meeting 
and arrived at this conclusion.  As a result, Forintek Canada is being requested to develop a plan to extend the 
current scope of the lumber design procedures for truss applications in CSA O86-M94 to include long-span (> 40 ft) 
trusses. 
 
Issues: 
The engineering design of wood trusses in Canada is based on: 
•  CSA 086-M94 Engineering Design in Wood – lumber properties 
•  NBC of Canada 1995 – specified load (live and dead loads)  
•  TPIC – 1996 (LSD) – design procedures for wood trusses 

At this meeting, the following concerns were raised and the group most appropriate to deal with the issue was 
identified: 

•  Shear values (girder trusses)   - CSA 086 issue 
•  10 lb psf Live Load on Bottom Chord  - NBCC issue 
•  Short cantilever heel analogue   - TPIC issue 
•  Maximum Span for 2x3 webs   - TPIC/CWTA issue  
•  Others 

This is a complex issue as it involved codes and standards as well as engineering design and specification. It is 
agreed that one must identify and examine the impact of each of the factors individually before recommending any 
action to change the engineering design code or the truss design procedures. In order to facilitate the examination of 
these factors, it is agreed that AQFSB will submit to TPIC the engineering designs (Sylvain => Brian). This is 
identical to the agreement that TPIC reached with AQFSB at TPIC Technical Committee Meeting – Nov 20 & 21, 
2000 in Toronto. However, no drawings were sent to TPIC. 

TPIC can then review and analysis each design. Individual design elements can then be identified and then discussed 
at the TPIC meetings. If documented and justified, TPIC members can then make adjustments as needed. Jager 
Quebec provided engineering drawings on 50’ & 60’ span trusses with identical LL & DL. The results showed that 
top chord CSI are consistent without major differences between WSD & LSD. 

Agreement: 
TPIC agreed to review and provide comment on all engineering drawings that AQFSB had to arrive at the above 
conclusion. Summary will be made available to all TPIC members and Forintek staff for review. 
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Summary of Conference Call between AQFSB & TPIC  - March 21, 2001 

Present:  Toiture Mauricienne Sylvain Ménard  Claude Dufresne Michel Normandin 

 Jager Industries Brian Hintz Francois Chaurette Kenneth Koo 

A conference call took place @ 2 PM between AQFSB & TPIC as response to TPIC Memo to AQFSB 
dated March 8th, 2001. As Toiture Mauricienne supplied the engineering binder using Robbins software, it 
is best for above list to initiate this conference call.   

The binder is consisted of 4 main engineering drawings; 2 Part 9 girder trusses and 2 Part 4 regular 
designs with spans of 51’-9” and 62’-5”. Trusses designs are produced using WSD method as a base truss 
along with LSD method with variations of different configurations, chord sizes, duration factors and 
loadings.  

Current LSD method uses stiffness matrix design and is sensitive to exact panel length and 
configurations. As a result, in order to duplicate these results as well as to compare variations, it is 
essential to have the input file along with lumber reference files as Robbins software allow custom 
settings.  
•  23’-8” Part 9 Girder truss – configuration of WSD uses cantilever webs and is different from LSD 

using short cantilever detail. TPIC would need to re-run them with locked configurations.  
•  31’-3” Part 9 Girder truss – configuration is identical between LSD & WSD. Larger difference 

(37+%) is observed between CSI for both TC & BC. This is due to Lumber Duration Factor and 
lumber shear values.  

•  51’-9” Part 4 trusses – configurations between WSD & LSD do not match (more panels, different 
loading and spacing used). TPIC would run them with set parameters.  

•  62’-5” Part 4 trusses - configurations between WSD & LSD do not match (more panels, different 
loading and spacing used). TPIC would run them with set parameters. Jager proposal of heel analogue 
could improve this detail. It was proposed at last TPIC meeting but was not adopted.  

ACTION: 
 It was agreed that Toiture Mauricienne would forward Lumber Reference File & 4 Input files to Jager 

for re-checking by next Monday, March 19th. As the binder provides acceptable variations to designs, 
Jager would run and confirm various issues. Once done, Jager would provide the summary as derived.  

 Since this is a TPIC issue, it was also agreed that Sylvain would request selected MiTek fabricator 
(on original Quebec survey) to provide identical truss information to MiTek Canada who can then 
confirm these findings with Jager after they had a chance to review and confirm the findings.  

 TPIC would confirm the next TPIC meeting to be held on May 10th & 11th in Toronto. A Task Group 
meeting should be held on May 9th on this issue. Members are expected to bring their Notebook 
computers and work on resolution of these differences.  

 It is agreed that certain issues are outside the jurisdictions of TPIC such as loading and lumber 
properties. However, this is an on-going process for all until issues are identified and resolved.  

 
Thank you for your attention and I shall be looking forward to your response shortly.  

Kenneth Koo 
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